


Hi there! 

Welcome to our “rate” sheet. It’s a pleasure to have you.  

Enclosed are 6 projects that show a pretty good range 

of what we can do, and at what cost. 

However, every PSD truly is different - so no two 

quotes are ever alike. For an exact quote, send us a 

JPEG or PSD of your project and we’ll get back to you 

ASAP. 

Just email hello@reliablepsd.com or fill out our handy 

quote form here. 

Thanks so much for your time.  

We sincerely appreciate it :-) 

From all of us here at Reliable 
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MAY COACH 
HTML5 / CSS3 

Specs at a Glance: Home Page + 5 Inner Pages + PHP Contact Form 

Cost: $619 

Click to visit: http://maycoach.no/ 

*Responsive + Wordpress were integrated later. Cost above is prior to this. 

NEW CODE MEDIA 
HTML5 / CSS3 + RESPONSIVE 

Specs at a Glance: JavaScript - Home Page - 5 Inner Pages - PHP Contact Form - 

Gallery Functionality - Responsive 

Cost: $795 

Click to visit: http://newcodemedia.no 

YOU LIVE YOU 
WORDPRESS + RESPONSIVE 

Specs at a Glance: Complex Responsive with Custom Designs for All Devices - 

Wordpress Integration - Advanced JavaScript Functionality - Retina Display 

Compatibility 

Cost: $1195 

Click to visit: http://youliveyou.com 
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SYNERGY SECURITY 
HTML5 / CSS3 

Specs at a Glance: HTML5 / CSS3 - Advanced JavaScript Functionality - Multiple 

Inner Pages 

Cost: $1450 

Click to visit: http://synergysecurity.ca 

MY OXYGEN 
HTML5 / CSS3 + RESPONSIVE 

Specs at a Glance: HTML5 / CSS3 - Advanced JavaScript Functionality - 16 Pages 

with Complex Formatting & Functionality 

Cost: $2495 

Click to visit: http://mo.reliablepsd.com/ 

SYDENLEILIGHETER 
WORDPRESS + RESPONSIVE 

Specs at a Glance: Advanced Database Search & Recall Functionality - Responsive - 

Wordpress Integration - JavaScript 

Cost: $2550 

Click to visit: http://www.sydenleiligheter.no/ 
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DESIGN TO HTML  
& WORDPRESS 
WHAT’S INCLUDED 

Clean, Beautiful Code 

You’ll receive highly organized code that’s a pleasure to work with. It’s indented and 

laid out in a way that is both appealing to the eye and highly functional. The code 

meets all of the latest standards and practices, too. 

Stress-Testing 

It’s not enough that your website works on our favorite devices and browsers. We 

want to make sure it works beautifully for everyone. That’s why we rigorously test on 

a wide variety of mediums. We actually try our hardest to break the website. When 

we find that impossible - we’re happy. 

Awesome Support 

Have questions? Find something we missed? Or is there anything else we can help 

you with? Just reach out! We’re happy to help. As our client, we’ve always got you 

covered. 

Pixel-Perfect 

An “eagle eyed” designer will always review your finished product to ensure it 

matches your design perfectly. That way we can save you time and hassle - and 

make Design to Code 100% stress free. 

Optimized for Speed, Efficiency, & Awesomeness 

Our standard practice is to make your site display beautifully across all browsers and 

devices. We also render images, CSS, and our code in general in a way that has the 

least server impact possible. The result: a faster site that always works. 



 HAVE QUESTIONS?  
READY TO GET STARTED? 

Reach out! 

We’d love to hear more about you and your project. Just give 

us a call at (971) 220-2753 or send us an email at 

hello@reliablepsd.com.  

Thanks again, and we’re excited to hear from you soon!
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